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ANNOUNCEMENT
This announcement is made pursuant to Rule 13.10(B) of the Rules Governing the Listing of
Securities on The Stock Exchange of Hong Kong Limited and is being released for
information purpose only.

Please refer to the attachment announcement being:
The announcement of Asian Citrus Holdings Limited (“Company”), published on the website
of London Stock Exchange at www.londonstockexchange.com on 28 June 2013, in relation to
the Summer Orange Harvest.
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For immediate release

28 June 2013
Asian Citrus Holdings Limited
(“Asian Citrus” or “the Group”)

SUMMER ORANGE HARVEST
Asian Citrus, the largest orange producer, plantation owner and tropical fruit juice
producer in China, announces that the latest production volume of its Summer Orange
crop at its Hepu Plantation was 57,367 tonnes, broadly in-line with management
expectations for the summer production of 58,600 tonnes as indicated in the Summer
Crop Update announced on 28 March 2013.
As previously stated on 28 March 2013 the decrease in production volume is due
largely to the effect on the Hepu plantation of the unstable weather conditions
experienced during 2012 which led to an extensive infection of citrus canker, a latent
infection amongst orange and other citrus crops which is for the most part controllable
in normal weather conditions but to which such crops are at much higher risk during
periods of heavy rainfall and typhoons, such as those experienced in 2012. The
infection resulted in a significant volume of premature fruit drop in the summer crop.
As previously highlighted, the Board considers the effect of this citrus canker
infection to be limited to the current year’s summer crop and anticipates that
production volumes from Hepu Plantation will return in the next financial year to
volumes akin to previously reported levels, subject to normal weather conditions.
The total annual production volume for the Group decreased in line with management
expectations, from approximately 243,421 tonnes to about 218,600 tonnes in the
current year which represents a decrease of approximately 10.2%.
The full year results of the Group for the year ending 30 June 2013 are expected to be
published in September 2013.
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